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Abstract

It has been found that using a segmented grinding wheel with a fluid chamber can significantly minimise the quantity of cool-
ant while improving the ground surface integrity. The present investigation aims to explore the fluid flow mechanism in such a
wheel system. To this end, the Weber theory for Newtonian jet instability was applied to quantitatively determine the contri-
bution of coolant flow rate to mist and ligament modes. A semi-analytical model was then developed to predict the mist flow rate
by taking into account both the grinding parameters and fluid properties. It was shown that the model prediction was in good
agreement with experimental measurements. Because of the comprehensive integration of variables in the formulation, the model
provides a good fundamental understanding of the mist formation and offers a practical guideline for the selection and use cool-
ant in minimising the mist flow rate.
# 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Thermal damage is one of the major process limita-

tions in grinding where a workpiece experiences heating

within a small grinding zone. Therefore, rapid convec-

tive heat dissipation within the zone is essential. How-

ever, the convection capacity depends largely on the

quantity of coolant that penetrates into the zone [1].

On the other hand, since grinding nowadays is often

operated at high spindle speeds, spinning-off of coolant

and evaporation caused by high temperature [2] have

posed a considerable problem in maintaining the cool-

ing layer at the wheel–work interface.
Suto et al. [3] introduced a segmented grinding wheel

structured with perforated holes to allow coolant to

impinge radially onto the working surface. This type of

wheels was used to grind difficult-to-machine materials

at creep feed mode where the fluid was introduced to

the grinding zone by centrifugal forces. It was reported
that such wheels could bring a significant reduction of
specific energy of about 36%. The present authors
made a further development by attaching a pressurised
fluid chamber to enforce the coolant to penetrate into
the grinding zone [4]. In this way, the surface quality of
workpieces was improved with only 30% of coolant
used in a conventional system. Adhesion of ground
chips on the wheel surface disappeared and surface ten-
sile residual stresses caused by thermal deformation

were eliminated. This technique has led to a clear
enhancement of coolant transportation to improve the
heat removal in grinding, but no investigation has been
conducted to rationalise the control of coolant appli-
cation. In the new grinding system, coolant is injected
through the small holes on the rotating wheel. In this
case, high speed liquid jets are more susceptibly disin-
tegrated into drops because of the interfacial instability
of the jets [5]. Furthermore, the exposure of liquid jets
to ambient will cause distortion of the flow field. An

improper setting of grinding parameters, such as wheel
speed and coolant pressure, can significantly reduce the
coolant penetration into the grinding zone and gen-
erates mist to cause environmental hazards.



Nomenclature

a, b, c, d correlation power factors, Eq. (14)
A1 cross-sectional area of the fluid chamber defined in Eq. (5), m2

A2 total cross-sectional area of perforated holes in contact with the fluid chamber, defined in Eq. (5), m2

Cf fluid chamber design coefficient defined in Eq. (7), m�4

Cc dimensionless correlation coefficient, Eq. (14)
dl mean diameter of a ligament, m
dn diameter of a perforated hole, m
fc centrifugal force exerting on a unit volume of coolant, N m�3

l break-up length of a ligament, m
N number of liquid jets
n number of perforated holes in contact with the fluid chamber, Eq. (6)
p1, p2 pressure of coolant at planes 1 and 2 in Fig. 4, respectively, Pa
�pp mean pressure of surrounding resistance to the wheel rotation, Pa
�ppn mean transverse pressure exerting on a ligament, Pa
Q total flow rate of supplied coolant, m3 s�1

Qli flow rate of a ligament, m3 s�1

Ql total flow rate contributed to ligaments, m3 s�1

Qm flow rate contributed to mist formation, m3 s�1

Q�
m mist flow rate ratio

R radius of the grinding wheel, m
Re Reynolds number, Eq. (19) (Re ¼ qvldl=l)
Re� Reynolds number, Eq. (13) (Re� ¼ qxR2=l)
Rec critical Reynolds number, Eq. (20)
vl velocity of a ligament, m s�1

�VV 1; �VV 2 mean velocity of coolant flowing through planes 1 and 2 in Fig. 4, respectively, m s�1

Oh Ohnesorge number, Eq. (18) (Oh ¼ l=ðqrdÞ0:5)
We Weber number, Eq. (16) (We ¼ qdlv2l =r)
We� Weber number, Eq. (13) (We� ¼ qx2R3=r)
Dp static pressure drop through the perforated holes, Pa
Dp� pressure influence number
Y dimensionless grinding variable, defined in Eq. (14)
d disturbance amplitude, Eq. (16), m
q coolant density, kg m�3

r surface tension of coolant, N m�1

l dynamic viscosity of coolant, N s m�2

/ alignment angle of the coolant chamber defined in Fig. 2, rad
/� transverse flow influence number, Eq. (13)
u distortion angle of a ligament defined in Fig. 5, rad
x rotational grinding wheel speed, rad s�1
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This paper aims to understand the mechanism of
coolant disintegration and to facilitate the optimisation
of the parameter setting using the segmented wheel/
fluid chamber system.
2. Experimental apparatus

Fig. 1 shows the structure of a grinding wheel with a
fluid chamber [4] whose position can be adjusted with
an angle / relative to the vertical axis of the grinding
wheel (Fig. 2). The experimental parameters are listed

in Table 1.
Instantaneous images of the fluid flow during

high-speed rotation of the wheel were recorded by

high-speed strobe photography, where a stroboscope

(1538-A Strobotac) with its flash duration less than

3 ls was used in synchronisation with a camera (Nikon

35-135). The obtained images were analysed by a

programme, Leica Qwin, which was installed in a

microscope system, Leica DMRXE. The coolant vis-
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cosity was measured using a Stress Tech. Reologica
Instrument machine.
3. Modelling

3.1. Understanding of mist formation

3.1.1. Flow rate and ligament instability
Fig. 3 illustrates some typical flow fields of coolant

injected through the perforated holes of the grinding
wheel. The flow consists of several liquid jets formed in
ligament mode. The total flow rate through the system
Q, can be expressed by the equation of mass conser-
vation:

Q ¼ Qm þQl ¼ Qm þ
XN
i¼1

Qli ð1Þ
where Qm and Ql, respectively, are the flow rate con-

tributed to mist formation and ligament mode, Qli is

the flow rate of an individual ligament and N is the

number of ligaments.
According to Lefebvre [6], the disintegration of bulk

liquid into small drops is caused by the loss of stability

during the development of waves on the liquid surface.

When a liquid jet emerges from a nozzle as a continu-

ous body, there is a competition set up on the surface

of the jet between the cohesive and disruptive forces,

giving rise to oscillations and perturbations. Surface

tension is active as a cohesion that restrains the liquid

without breaking up into drops. In contrast, aerody-

namic forces acting on the liquid surface promote dis-

ruptions. Break-up occurs when the magnitude of the

disruptive forces exceeds the surface tension. The role

of viscosity, on the other hand, is to inhibit the growth

of instabilities and generally delays the onset of disinte-

gration [7–10].
The above understanding shows that the disruptions

of coolant jets are of internal and external origins and

can be analysed by superposing the internal dis-

turbances and external interaction with the surround-

ing media. As clearly demonstrated in Fig. 3, the

disturbances are due to (i) the wheel rotation x, (ii) the
static pressure drop of liquid through the perforated

holes caused by the geometric details of the fluid cham-

ber Dp, and (iii) the alignment, /, of the fluid chamber

in the system. These causes are discussed below.
3.1.2. Wheel speed
The disintegration of liquid jets is influenced by

wheel speed in two aspects. Firstly, it depends on the

magnitude of the centrifugal force caused by the wheel

rotation, i.e.

fc ¼ qRx2 ð2Þ

where fc is the centrifugal force exerting on a unit vol-

ume of coolant, q is the coolant density, R and x are

the radius and rotational speed of the wheel, respect-

ively.
Secondly, it depends on the interaction of the liquid

jets with the surrounding media. For instance, an

increase in air velocity will accelerate the jet break-up

[9]. In the present application, coolant jets are influ-

enced by two motions, the radial motion caused by the

developed pressure in the fluid chamber and the

rotation of the grinding wheel which lead to ‘‘slippage’’

between the liquid and the wheel and make the liquid

jets point to the direction of the wheel rotation, as

shown in Fig. 3. As a result, an increase of the wheel

speed will increase the aerodynamic destabilising effect

on the jets surface, thus rasing the disintegration of

coolant jets into mist.
Fig. 1. Section view of the segmented wheel/fluid chamber system.
Fig. 2. Alignment of the coolant chamber.
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3.1.3. Static pressure drop
High pressure drop will increase the discharged velo-

city of the coolant jets and promotes their disinte-

gration into fine mists [5,6]. The magnitude of the

static pressure drop between the fluid chamber and

ambient, Dp, can be determined using the Bernoulli

equation between planes 1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 4:

p1
q
þ

�VV2
1

2
þ gz1 ¼

p2
q
þ

�VV2
2

2
þ gz2 ð3Þ
where �VV 1 and �VV2 are the mean velocities at planes 1

and 2, respectively. Since the small distance between

the two planes (z1�z2), Eq. (3) can be approximated as

Dp ¼ p1 � p2 ¼ q
�VV2
2 � �VV 2

1

2
ð4Þ

On the other hand, the continuity equation for a steady

incompressible flow gives rise to

Q ¼ A1
�VV ¼ A2

�VV 2 ð5Þ

or �VV1 ¼ Q=A1 and �VV 2 ¼ Q=A2 where A1 is the cross-

sectional area of the fluid chamber and A2 is the total

cross-sectional area of the perforated holes within the

chamber. If the number of the perforated holes within

the chamber is n and the diameter of each hole is dn, A2

is derived as

A2 ¼ n
pd2n
4

ð6Þ

Then, Eqs. (4) and (5) give rise to

Dp ¼ Q2q
2

A2
1 � A2

2

A2
1A

2
2

� �
¼ Cf

Q2q
2

� �
ð7Þ

where Cf ¼ ðA2
1 � A2

2Þ=A2
1A

2
2 can be considered as a

coefficient representing the influence of the chamber

design on Dp.
ws at Q ¼ 4:8 l min�1: (a) x ¼ 100 rpm and / ¼ 0
v
; (b) x ¼ 100 rpm and / ¼ 30

v
; (c) x ¼ 1000 rpm a
Fig. 3. Coolant flo nd / ¼ 0

v
; and (d)

x ¼ 1000 rpm and / ¼ 30
v
.

Fig. 4. Schematic of liquid flow from the channel to the holes.
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3.1.4. Alignment of the fluid chamber
From the sketches shown in Figs. 2 and 4, the trans-

verse effect of the surrounding media on a ligament at

a given wheel speed can be expressed as
ðl
0

ðdl
0

�ppn dðdlÞdl ¼
ðl
0

ðdl
0

�ppjcosð/ � uÞjdðdlÞdl ð8Þ

where �ppn is the mean transverse pressure on a ligament,

�pp is the mean pressure developed by the surrounding

media resisting the wheel rotation and u is the distor-

tion angle defined in Fig. 5.
The images in Fig. 3 show that the ligament can be

considered to be cylindrical. As a first approximation,

the distortion angle u can be neglected. Eq. (8) there-

fore becomes
ðl
0

ðdl
0

�ppn dðdlÞdl ¼ �ppdlljcos/j ð9Þ

This equation shows that the disruption of a ligament

caused by the transverse flow at a given wheel speed

depends on the alignment of the fluid chamber, cos /.
3.2. Dimensional analysis

Dimensional analysis has been proved to be success-

ful and effective in generating analytical formulae for

complex systems involving a large number of variables

such as rolling [11,12], polishing [13], grinding [14–16],

and metal forming [17]. With the understanding

achieved in the above sections, we are now able to

develop a parametric model to predict the mist flow

rate.
The aforementioned physical understanding indicates
that the flow rate contributed to the mist formation,
Qm, can be expressed as

Qm ¼ f ðq;r;l;x;Dp;Q;R;/;A1;dn;nÞ ð10Þ

where density q, surface tension r, and viscosity l are
fluid properties; wheel speed x, static pressure drop
through the coolant chamber Dp, total coolant flow
rate Q, wheel diameter R, and alignment angle of the
coolant chamber / are grinding parameters; A1, dn and
n are fluid chamber details defined previously.
From the analysis in previous sections, Eq. (10) can

be rearranged as

f ðCf ;Qm;Q;qRx2;r;l; cos/Þ ¼ 0 ð11Þ

The Buckingham P theorem allows the relationship to
be expressed in the form

f ðp1; p2; p3; p4;/
�Þ ¼ 0 ð12Þ

where the non-dimensional variables are

p1 ¼
Qm

Q
¼ Q�

m

p2 ¼
qxR2

l
¼ Re�

p3 ¼
qx2R3

r
¼We�

p4 ¼
CfQ

2

2ðxRÞ2
¼ Dp

qðxRÞ2
¼ Dp�

/� ¼ jcos/j

Hence, Eq. (12) can be rewritten as:

Q�
m ¼ f ðRe�;We�;Dp�;/�Þ ð13Þ
The physical meanings of the characteristic variables

in Eq. (13) are:

. Re�, the Reynolds number representing the effect of
viscosity on the flow at a given wheel speed.

. We�, the Weber number standing for the ratio
between aerodynamic forces acting on ambient gas
to surface tension at a given wheel speed.

. Dp�, the pressure influence number which is the ratio
of the work done by pressure drop to kinetic energy,
where the pressure drop is caused by forcing the
flow through the perforated holes and the kinetic
energy is developed by the wheel rotation.

. /�, the transverse flow influence number represent-
ing the transverse effect of aerodynamic forces on
destabilisation of liquid jets, caused by the align-
ment of the fluid chamber in the grinding system.

Although the specific format of function f in Eq. (13)
is unknown, according to the principle of dimensional
Fig. 5. Parameter definitions of a jet.
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analysis, it can be approximately expressed as

Q�
m ¼ CcY ð14Þ

where

Y ¼ ðRe�ÞaðWe�ÞbðDp�Þcð/�Þd

3.3. Contribution of flow rate to different modes

The correlation developed above requires the flow
rate contributed to mist formation, Qm. As shown in
Fig. 3, mist is not evenly dispersed in the surrounding
media, but varies in drop size and concentration.
Therefore, a direct determination of the mist flow rate
is difficult. However, we noticed that the dimensions of
liquid ligaments can be accurately obtained from the
Leica Qwin image analysis. We therefore use the fol-
lowing method to determine the flow rates contributed
to ligament and mist formation.
Assuming that the liquid ligament is cylindrical, the

flow rate of individual ligament, Qli can be determined
as

Qli ¼
pd2l
4
vl ð15Þ

where dl and vl are the diameter and velocity of a liga-
ment, respectively.
According to the Weber theory [5,18] for the insta-

bility of Newtonian jets, the break-up length l of a
liquid jet subjected to the forces of surface tension and
inertia is

l

dl
¼ ln

dl
2d

� �
We0:5ð1þ 3OhÞ ð16Þ

where d is the amplitude of disturbance; We and Oh is
the Weber and Ohnesorge number, respectively,
defined as

We ¼ qdlv2l
r

ð17Þ

Oh ¼ l

ðqrdlÞ0:5
ð18Þ

The parameter lnðd l=2dÞ depends on the nature of
the jet, i.e. laminar or turbulent, which is determined
by the following condition [19]:

Re < Rec: laminar flow

Re > Rec: turbulent flow
where

Re ¼ qvldll
�1 ð19Þ

and

Rec ¼ 1:2� 104
1

d

� ��0:3

ð20Þ
For a laminar flow, according to Grant et al. [8]:

ln
dl
2d

� �
¼ 7:68� 2:66Oh; ð21Þ

but for a turbulent flow, Eq. (2) becomes [8]

l

dl
¼ 8:51We0:32 ð22Þ

Now, Qli can be determined following the steps shown

in Fig. 6.
Due to the light scattering from ruffles on the jet sur-

face produced by random fluctuation of the velocity

components, the turbulent jets have ‘‘milky’’ surfaces

[5,8]. This is confirmed by the experimental observation

shown in Fig. 7.
Finally, the contribution of flow rates due to liga-

ment and mist formation can be determined using

Eq. (1).
Fig. 6. Steps for determining Qli.
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4. Application

By applying Eq. (14) to the present segmented
wheel/fluid chamber system shown in Figs. 1 and 3,
the relationship below is obtained

Q�
m ¼ 4:5� 103ðRe�Þ0:06ðWe�Þ0:18ðDp�Þ0:08ð/�Þ2:26 ð23Þ

where coefficient Cc and exponents a, b, c and d are
determined using the method of multi-variable
regression.
Fig. 8 shows that the model presents very well the

experimental measurements with the mist flow rate
ratio varying from 30% to 85%. The prediction shows
that at a given wheel speed, an increase in coolant vis-
cosity (thus smaller Reynolds number) will reduce the
mist rate by a power factor of a ¼ 0:06. This effect,
however, is smaller than that of the surface tension, as
indicated by the higher exponent on the Weber number

(b ¼ 0:18).
The positive exponent of c ¼ 0:08 indicates a slight

influence of pressure drop on the increment of mist

rate. It is more understandable if Eq. (7) is recalled.

Since Dp varies with Q2, the detrimental effect of press-

ure drop in raising the mist rate is trivial at small Q

which is often the case with the current grinding system.

Eq. (23) stated that due to the slippage of the major

coolant flow, it is necessary to align the fluid chamber

inclined with the axis perpendicular to the surface sub-

jected to grinding, i.e. with an angle /. The introduc-

tion of / can effectively reduce the mist flow rate,

because the exponent on /� is high (d ¼ 2:26).
The model demonstrates that the wheel speed x has

the most comprehensive influence on the mist formation

because it appears in the majority of the dimensionless
Fig. 7. The ‘‘milky’’ jet surfaces indicating the surface instability of

turbulent flow.
Fig. 8. Comparison of model prediction (solid line) and experi-

mental measurements (dots), where Y¼ ðRe�ÞaðWe�ÞbðDp�Þcð/�Þd as

defined in Eq. (14) and the exponents are a ¼ 0:06, b ¼ 0:18, c ¼ 0:08

and d ¼ 2:26.
Table 1

Experimental parameters
Grinding machine M
inini Junior 90 CNC-M286
Grinding wheel R
adius, R ¼ 150 mm
1
44 segments
P
erforated hole diameter, dn ¼ 2 mm
H
ole length ðz1�z2Þ ¼ 5 mm
Fluid chamber M
aterial: Teflon (PTFE)
C
ross-sectional area, A1¼ 88:3 mm2
N
umber of perforated holes within the fluid chamber, n ¼ 4
Coolant, Noritake SA-02 C
oncentration: 1:60, 1:85
S
urface tension (N m�1): 	 73:1� 10�3 (water based)

D
ynamic viscosity (N s m�2): 12:1� 10�4, 8:9� 10�4
D
ensity (kg m�3): 980
F
low rate (l min�1): 4.3, 12.2, 18.8
Spindle speed (rpm) 1
00, 150, 375, 500, 600, 750, 1000, 1200, 1500
Coolant chamber alignment angle, / 0

v
, 30

v
, 15

v
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variable groups, i.e., in Re�, We�, and Dp�. Since the
influence of Dp� is small as discussed above, the contri-
bution of x is mainly on the change of Re� andWe� and
a higher wheel speed will clearly bring about a more sig-
nificant mist formation rate. In manufacturing practice,
a high production rate often requires a high wheel speed
in grinding, but at the same time, a low mist ratio is
desirable in reducing the environmental and occu-
pational hazards, which in turn demands a low wheel
speed. The present model described by Eq. (23) indi-
cates that the state of low mist formation rate with a
high wheel speed can be realised by increasing the align-
ment of the coolant chamber (/), the viscosity (l) and
surface tension (r) of coolant. This gives a useful guide-
line for the selection of coolant properties in the process
planning to be operated at a high wheel speed with a
low mist rate.
5. Conclusion

A parametric model has been developed to present
the contributions of fluid properties, grinding para-
meters, fluid chamber details and its alignment to the
formation of mists when a segmented grinding wheel
system is used. The model prediction is in good agree-
ment with the experimental data. The model can also
be used to guide the selection and use of coolant in
achieving a balanced consideration of productivity and
environmental consciousness.
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